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COURSE DESCRIPTION
Understanding the parallel execution of the program and the acquisition of
knowledge and skills to achieve the program based on parallel algorithms.
Object oriented programming.

Students will be able to:
1. Explain models of parallel program execution.
2. Understand and explain the terms of the process, nor (Eng. Thread),
bidding either to access shared data, critical sections, synchronization and
even deadlock.
3rd Apply Amdahl's law to assess the acceleration parallel execution of a
given program.
4th Self build some simple parallel algorithms.
5 Understand some advanced parallel algorithms and apply them in the
given problems.
6th implement and evaluate parallel programs.
Week 1:
Parallel programming basics
Why parallel programming?
Moore's Law and multicore processors
Simultaneous execution of the program
The objectives of parallelization
Evaluation criteria parallel algorithm
Amdalov law acceleration of parallel programs
Week 2:
Parallel programming basics (continued)
Parallelism, communication and coordination program
Program structure for the coordination of simultaneous programs
Software errors specific to parallel programs
Competition for access to shared data (competitive read / write and write /
write)
The lack of progress of the program: a complete failure and even starvation
Week 3:
Parallel computer architecture
multicore processors
Shared and distributed memory
Architecture and SIMD vector processing
Architecture MIMD
Week 4:
Parallel Computer Architecture (continued)
Terminology by Flynn

Model synchronous PRAM computer
Model asynchronous PRAM computer
Processor instructions indivisible cycle of reading and writing of memory
Week 5:
Parallel algorithms, analysis and programming
Acceleration and scalability
Natural parallel algorithms
A parallel approach: divide and conquer, reduciraj, leader-companions
Week 6:
Parallel algorithms, analysis and programming (continued)
Some specific algorithms: Merge and Quick varieties
Parallel algorithms for search graph
Parallel matrix operations
Producer - consumer
Week 7:
Reduction algorithm for an arbitrary number of processors
Algorithm sum of prefixes for an arbitrary number of processors
Algorithm reduction for a limited number of processors
Algorithm sum of prefixes for a limited number of processors
Week 8:
Communication and coordination
Changing data in a strongly connected parallel system
Data exchange in the loosely connected system
Week 9:
Standard: MPI (Eng. Message Passing Interface)
Individual and collective messaging
Blocking and non-blocking messaging
The role of the order sending or receiving messages
Atomicity
Week 10:
Communication and coordination (continued)
Specification and testing Atomicity and safety requirements
Grain atomic data access and transactions
Mutual exclusion even with the help of locking semfora and monitor
Necessary conditions occurrence of deadlock and its prevention
Transactions: optimistic and pessimistic approach
Week 11:
parallel decomposition
Interference nor the concept of the critical section
The need for communication and coordination and synchronization of
threads
Synchronization using a traffic light and active waiting
The division of tasks partitioning of common data
Week 12:
Parallel decomposition (continued)
Interference nor the concept of the critical section
The need for communication and coordination and synchronization of
threads
Synchronization using a traffic light and active waiting
The division of tasks partitioning of common data
Week 13:
Parallel decomposition (continued)
Basic concepts of parallel decomposition
Decomposition based on tasks
The implementation of parallelism using either (Eng. Threads)
Strategy SIMD

Format of instruction

Student responsibilities

Week 14:
Evaluation of parallel programs
Measurement time characteristics of the program
load balancing
Week 15:
Evaluation of parallel programs (continued)
Determining the time of communication between threads / processes
Parallel queries the database
Performance caching at the time of execution of the program
☒ lectures
☐ independent assignments
☐ seminars and workshops
☐ multimedia
☒ exercises
☐ laboratory
☐ on line in entirety
☐ work with mentor
☐ partial e-learning
☒ homework assignments
☐ field work
attendance 70% lectures and 70% exercises and two homework.
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Project

Attendance 10%, homeworks 10%, practical / written examination or
colloquium 40% and oral exam 40%.
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course Parallel Programming", FER,
Zagreb, 30.03.2015.
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